Online Mapping Platforms for Community and Voluntary Groups

Local places matter. With Community Maps, you can identify, document and share interests or concerns about your area with others in the community.

In 2014 we created our new Community Maps platform, based on state-of-the-art web development technologies. Whatever the purpose, we can work with you to develop an online interactive Community Map which reflects the themes that are relevant to you, and prioritises your local knowledge.

Get in touch for a quote: email info@mappingforchange.org.uk or call 020 7241 6625

Open, flexible and engaging. With Community Maps, people in your local area can easily collaborate in decisions, activities or processes. From highlighting local events and activities, to reporting environmental problems, to involving other residents in a nearby campaign, we can design a Community Map that is flexible and caters to your requirements.

All levels of engagement. Through Community Maps, Mapping for Change can facilitate any level of engagement amongst local residents, depending on your particular needs. We can develop an entire participatory platform, organise simultaneous paper mapping workshops, or simply offer an initial ICT consultation.

Your look and feel. Community Maps offers your project a unique, branded interface. We can also provide custom icons to display data on the map.

Easy to use. Anyone can use Community Maps immediately, without installing anything. Community Maps has been optimised for mobile devices, and supports most modern browsers. We will host the map on our servers and take care of maintenance and upgrades.

Get in touch for more information. Email info@mappingforchange.org.uk or call 020 7241 6625